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The purpose of this article is to establish an analogue of the Davenport
Halberstam Theorem and a Large Sieve Inequality for rational function fields Fq (t).
We then applied our inequality to deduce an analogue of the BrunTitchmarsch
Theorem. We also obtain density zero result on the twin irreducible problem for
Fq [t].  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
The purpose of this article is to establish an analogue (Theorem 2.4)
of the DavenportHalberstam Theorem and a Large Sieve Inequality
(Theorem 3.2) for rational function fields. We will give two applications of
this Large Sieve Inequality.
First, in Section 4, we applied our inequality to obtain an analogue of the
BrunTitchmarsh Theorem. We let a, b be non-zero polynomials in Fq [t]
with a monic, (a, b)=1 and deg a>deg b. For any positive integer N, let
?(N; a, b) denote the number of monic irreducibles f # Fq [t] such that
deg f =N and f #b (mod a). Then we have the following (Theorem 4.3):
?(N; a, b)2 }
qN
,(a)(N&deg a+1)
, for N>deg a,
where ,(a)=*((Fq [t] (a))_). Note that the Generalized Riemann
Hypothesis as proved by Weil gives
?(N; a, b)=
qN
,(a) } N
+O(qN2).
This is weaker than our BrunTitchmarsh Theorem if N>deg a>N2.
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In Section 5, we give another application of the Large Sieve Inequality
to the twin irreducible problem. For a fixed non-zero polynomial D in
Fq [t], the D-prime pair set PD is defined to be
PD=[(P1 , P2) | P1 , P2 monic irreducibles in Fq [t]
such that P1&P2=D].
Then Theorem 5.5 gives
:
(P1 , P2) # PD
\ 1qdeg P1+
1
qdeg P2+<+.
This implies that the set [P | P, P+D are monic irreducibles] has Dirichlet
density zero for any non-zero polynomial D. Just as in the classical situation
it is conceivable that such sets of twin-irreducibles are always infinite,
except for the trivial case:
t(1+t) |% D # F2[t].
1. Notation.
(1) p=a prime number, q=pl, l a positive integer, Fq=fixed finite
field with q elements. Tr: Fq  Fp , the trace map.
(2) Fq (t)=the completion of Fq (t) at  (i.e. Fq ((1t))). O=the
maximal compact subring of Fq (t) . M=the maximal ideal of O . The
absolute value | } | of Fq (t) is defined by
} :
n
i= &
ai ti }=qn, if 0{an # Fq .
(3) The non-trivial additive character E: Fq  C_ is defined by
E(x)=exp {2?ip Tr(x)= ,
and the map e: Fq (t)  C_ is defined by
e \ :
n
i=&
ai ti+=E(a&1).
This map e is also a nontrivial additive character of Fq (t) .
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(4) Given f =( f1 , f2 , ..., fn) # Fq (t)n , we define additive character
f : Fq (t)n  C
_ as
f (( g1 , g2 , ..., gn))=e( f1 g1+ f2 g2+ } } } + fn gn)
= `
n
i=1
e( fi gi),
for any ( g1 , g2 , ..., gn) # Fq (t)n .
(5) Suppose f =( f1 , f2 , ..., fn) # Fq (t)n , we define metric | } | on
Fq (t)n as
| f |=sup[ | f1|  , | f2| , ..., | fn| ].
Given integer N0, the N-ball B( f, N) is defined by
B( f, N)=[g # Fq (t)n | |g& f |qN].
We view Fq[t]n/Fq (t)n as a lattice of rank n over Fq [t], and define
n-torus to be Tn=Fq (t)n Fq [t]
n. The metric & } & on Tn is given by
& f &= inf
f $t f
| f $ |  ,
where f $t f means that f $ # f +Fq [t]n. Note that Tn is a compact
Hausdorff space and for all f # Tn, & f &1q.
2. DavenportHalberstam Theorem for Rational Function Fields
For the locally compact topological field Fq (t) , we normalize the Haar
measure so that +(M)=1. Theorem 1.1 below is standard and we shall
omit the proof.
Theorem 2.1. Let B: Fq (t)n_Fq (t)
n
  C
_ be the linear map defined
as B( f, g)=e( f1 g1+ f2 g2+ } } } + fn gn)= f (g), for f =( f1 , f2 , ..., fn)
and g=(g1 , g2 , ..., gn) # Fq (t)n . The Pontryagin (self ) duality Fq (t)
n
@ =
Fq (t)n is induced by B. Moreover, Fq [t]
n is a discrete subgroup of Fq (t)n ,
and Tn@$[ f | f # Fq [t]n]$Fq [t]n.
Let 8: Fq (t)n  C be a locally constant function with compact support.
Then the Fourier transform 8 is defined as usual by
8 ( f )=|
Fq (t)
n

8( g)  f (g) dg for any f # Fq (t)n .
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Lemma 2.2. Let 8 be the function on Fq (t) given by
8( f )={1 if f # M \i.e., | f | 
1
q+
0 otherwise.
Then the Fourier transform 8 is 8 itself and its 2-norm &8&2 is
&8&22=|
Fq (t)
|8( f )| 2 df =1.
Proof. By definition
8 ( f )=|
Fq (t)
8(g) e( fg) dg
=|
M
e( fg) dg.
If f # M , then e( fg)=1 for all g # M . If f  M , then y(g)=e( fg) is a
non-trivial additive character on M . Thus, by +(M)=1, we have
8 ( f )={1 if f # M0 if f  M
=8( f ).
For the 2-norm &8&2 , we have
&8&22=|
Fq (t)
|8( f )| 2 df
=|
M
1 df
=1. K
Given two positive integers N, K, set m=sup[N, K&2] and fix
f =( f1 , f2 , ..., fn) # Fq (t)n . We define ,: Fq (t)
n
  C by
,(x)=q(m+1)n f (x) `
n
i=1
8(tm+1xi), (1)
where x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) # Fq (t)n , and 8 is given in Lemma 2.2. Then
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Lemma 2.3. We have
(a) For x # Fq (t)n , if |x|1(q
K&1) then ,(x)=0.
(b) &,&22=q
(m+1)n.
(c) The Fourier transform , satisfies , (x)=1 for all x # B( f, N).
Proof. To prove (a), since |x|1(qK&1), there exists some xi such
that |xi|1(qK&1). Since m=sup[N, K&2]K&2, |tm+1xi |
qm+1 } q&(K&1)1; this implies that 8(tm+1xi)=0 (by Lemma 2.2). Thus
,(x)=0.
To prove (b),
&,&22=|
Fq (t)
n

q(m+1)n  f (x) `
n
i=1
8(tm+1xi)
_q(m+1)nf (x) `
n
i=1
8(tm+1xi) dx
=q2(m+1)n `
n
i=1
|
Fq (t)
8(tm+1xi)2 dxi
Replacing tm+1xi by yi , we obtain
&,&22=q
2(m+1)n `
n
i=1
|
Fq (t)
8(yi)2
dyi
qm+1
=q(m+1)n `
n
i=1
|
Fq (t)
8(yi)2 dyi
=q(m+1)n (by Lemma 2.2).
To prove (c), if x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) # B( f, N), then |xi& fi| qN for all
1in. Thus, by (3) and (4) of Section 1, we have
, (x)=|
Fq (t)
n

{q(m+1)n f (y) `
n
i=1
8(tm+1yi)= } x (y) dy
=q(m+1)n `
n
i=1
|
Fq (t)
 fi&xi (yi) 8(t
m+1yi) dyi
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Replacing tm+1yi by zi
=q(m+1)n `
n
i=1
|
Fq (t)
 fi&xi \ zitm+1+ 8(zi)
dzi
qm+1
= `
n
i=1
|
Fq (t)
8(zi)  (xi& fi)tm+1(zi) dzi
= `
n
i=1
8 \xi& fitm+1 +
=1 \because }xi& fitm+1 }
qN
qm+1

1
q
and by Lemma 2.2+ . K
On n-torus Tn=Fq (t)nFq [t]
n, if the set [u1 , u2 , ..., ur]/Tn satisfies
&ui&uj&>$ for all i{ j, then we say that this set [u1 , u2 , ..., ur] is a
$-space in Tn. The main theorem of this section is
Theorem 2.4. Given two positive integers N, K, and fix f # Fq (t)n .
Suppose S is a complex-valued function which is a linear combination of
additive characters g with g # B( f, N) & Fq [t]n, and [u1 , u2 , ..., ur] is a
1qK-space in Tn. Then
:
r
i=1
|S(ui)| 2q (m+1)n &S&22 ,
where &S&2 is the 2-norm of S on Tn, and m=sup[N, K&2].
Proof. We construct function , as in (1), by Lemma 2.3(c) one has
, (g)=1, for all g # B( f, N). (2)
Since T n$[g | g # Fq [t]n]$Fq [t]n (Theorem 2.1), our assumption on S
ensures that the Fourier transform S on Tn satisfies
S (g)=0, for all g  B( f, N) & Fq [t]n. (3)
Lemma 2.3(a) implies that ,(x)=0 for |x|1. We may assume that , is
a locally constant function on Tn (i.e., restrict , to Mn). Combine (2) and
(3), , } S =S , so S=, V S( V denotes the convolution product), i.e., for
u # Tn
S(u)=|
Tn
,(u&x) S(x) dx.
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Thus for ui # [u1 , u2 , ..., ur], we have
S(ui)=|
Tn
,(ui&x) S(x) dx
=|
B(ui ,&K)
,(ui&x) S(x) dx (by Lemma 2.3(a)).
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
|S(ui)| 2= } |B(ui ,&K) ,(ui&x) S(x) dx }
2
&,&22 |
B(ui ,&K)
|S(x)| 2 dx
=q(m+1)n |
B(ui ,&K)
|S(x)| 2 dx (by Lemma 2.3(b)).
Since [u1 , u2 , ..., ur] is a 1qK-space in Tn, so B(ui ,&K) (1ir) are
disjoint in Tn. Thus
:
r
i=1
|S(ui)| 2q(m+1)n |
Tn
|S(x)| 2 dx
=q(m+1)n &S&22 . K
Remark. For the proof of the classical DavenportHalberstam
Theorem you may see [10, Chap. 10]. Here we follow very closely the
exposition in Chapter 10 of [10]. The difference is the construction of the
key function ,.
3. Large Sieve Inequality for Rational Function Fields
Let Gi (1ih) be finite abelian groups, G i their character groups,
let , be a complex-valued function on G=>hi=1 Gi . For each i, fix
constant :i , 0<:i1 and subsets 0i/G i with *(0i):i *(G i) such that
the Fourier coefficients of , is zero relative to the characters =
(1 , 2 , ..., h) # >hi=1 G i&>
h
i=1 0i . Let us call x # G primitive if its
image in each Gi is not equal to the identity element in Gi . Then
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Lemma 3.1. We have
:
x is primitive
x # G
|,(x)| 2|,(0)| 2 `
h
i=1 \
1&:i
:i + ,
where 0 is the identity element of G.
Proof. See [10, p. 105]. K
Now let N, K be two positive integers, and fix f # Fq (t)n . For each
irreducible monic polynommial P # Fq [t] with deg P1, let :P be a real
number such that 0<:P1. Let X be a subset of Fq [t]n such that: For
all monic irreducible polynomial P # Fq [t] with deg P1
*(XP):P } qn } deg P=:P } *(Fq [t]n(P } Fq [t]n)),
where XP/Fq [t]n(P } Fq [t]n) denotes the canonical image of X in the
quotient group Fq[t]n(P } Fq[t]n).
We define X( f, N)=X & B( f, N), then we have the following large sieve
inequality.
Theorem 3.2. Let N, K, f, X, and :P be as above, and the set X satisfies
the above condition. Then we have
*(X( f, N)) } L(K)q(m0+1)n,
where
L(K)=1+ :
1deg MK
M # MS
`
P | M
P # MI \
1&:P
:P + ,
MS=all monic square-free polynomials in Fq [t],
MI=all monic irreducible polynomials with positive degree in Fq [t],
m0=sup[N, 2K&1].
Proof. On topological group Tn, let [ui] be the set of all M-division
points of Tn, where M ranges over all monic square-free polynomials of
Fq [t] with 0deg MK. Then [ui] is a 1q2K+1-space in Tn (i.e., any
ui{uj , one has &ui&uj&>1q2K+1). We define map S: Tn  C as
S(u)= :
g # X( f, N)
g (u),
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a complex-valued function on Tn. Using Theorem 2.4, we have
:
i
|S(ui)| 2q(m0+1)n &S&22
=q(m0+1)n } *(X( f, N)). (4)
On the other hand, denote by Tn[M] the M-division points of Tn. Then
Tn[M]$ `
P | M
P # MI
Tn[P] (since M is a square-free polynomial).
From Theorem 2.1, T n$Fq [t]n, thus the finite character group Tn[M]@
can be realized as
`
P | M
P # MI
Fq [t]n(P } Fq [t]n)$Fq [t]n(M } Fq [t]n),
via the bilinear map B introduced in Theorem 2.1.
Now restrict S(u)=g # X( f, N) g (u) to the finite group T
n[M]=
>P # MI, P | M T
n[P]. Since X( f, N)P/XP/Fq [T]n(P } Fq [t]n)$Tn[P]@
(by assumption), we have
*(X( f, N)P)*(XP):P } *(Fq [t]n(P } Fq [t]n))=:P } *(Tn[P]@ ).
Applying Lemma 3.1 with ,=S and
[Gi]=[Tn[P] | P # MI and P | M],
[0i]=[X( f, N)P | P # MI and P | M],
[:i]=[:P | P # MI and P | M].
Thus we have inequality
:
ui is primitive
ui # Tn[M]
|S(ui)| 2|S(0)| 2 `
P | M
P # MI \
1&:P
:P + ,
i.e.,
:
for any M$ | M , deg M$<deg M
ui # Tn[M]
ui  Tn[M$]
|S(ui)| 2|S(0)| 2 `
P | M
P # MI \
1&:P
:P + .
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Finally, summing for all M such that M # MS and 0deg MK. We
get
:
i
|S(ui)| 2*(X( f, N))2 } L(K). (5)
Combine (4) and (5), we have
*(X( f, N))2 } L(K):
i
|S(ui)|2q(m0+1)n } *(X( f, N)).
This implies *(X( f, N)) } L(K)q(m0+1)n. K
Remark. The inequality in Theorem 3.2 is called Large Sieve Inequality
because it is a precise analogue of the classical inequality bearing the same
name. That name ‘‘Large Sieve’’ originated from historical reasons (cf. [10,
Chap. 10]).
4. An Analogue of the BrunTitchmarsh Theorem
In this section a, b always denote non-zero polynomials in Fq[t] with a
monic, (a, b)=1 and deg a>deg b0. Let MP be the set of monic polyno-
mials in Fq [t], the arithmetic function , is defined by
,(Q)=|Q| } `
P | Q
P # MI \1&
1
|P|+=*((Fq [t] (Q))_), for Q # MP;
the Mo bius function + is defined by
+(Q)={(&1)
n
0
if Q=>ni=1 Pi , Pi are distinct in MI
otherwise.
We need two lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. If N is an integer and N0, then
:
deg QN
Q # MP
+(Q)2
,(Q)
N+1.
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Proof. We have
:
deg QN
Q # MP
+(Q)2
,(Q)
= :
deg QN
Q # MP
+(Q)2
|Q| 
`
P | Q
P # MI \1&
1
|P|+
&1
= :
deg QN
Q # MP
+(Q)2
|Q| 
`
P | Q
P # MI \ :

i=0
|P| &i +
 :
deg QN
Q # MP
1
|Q|
=N+1. K
Lemma 4.2. Let N be a non-negative integer and 0{a # Fq [t]. Then
:
(Q, a)=1
Q # MS
deg QN
1
,(Q)

,(a)
|a|
} (N+1).
Proof. Since
:
Q$ | a
Q$ # MS
1
,(Q$)
= `
P | a
P # MI \1+
1
,(P)+= `
P | a
P # MI
|P|
,(P)
=
|a|
,(a)
,
so by Lemma 4.1
:
(Q, a)=1
Q # MS
deg QN
1
,(Q)
}
|a|
,(a)
 :
deg QN
Q # MS
1
,(Q)
N+1. K
Our main result in this section is
Theorem 4.3. Let a, b be non-zero polynomials in Fq [t] with a monic,
(a, b)=1 and deg a>deg b0. Then for any positive integer N>deg a,
?(N; a, b)2 }
qN
,(a)(N&deg a+1)
,
where ?(N; a, b) denotes the number of monic irreducibles f # Fq [t] such
that deg f =N and f #b (mod a).
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Proof. Let S(N; a, b) be the subset of Fq[t] consisting of all monic
polynomials G # Fq [t] such that a } G+b is irreducible and deg G=
N&deg a. For any monic irreducible polynomial P # Fq [t] with P |% a,
deg P<N&deg a, since S(N; a, b)P/Fq [t] (P) (the canonical image of
S(N; a, b) in Fq [t] (P)) and P |% a } G+b for all G # S(N; a, b), so we have
*(S(N; a, b)P)*(Fq[t] (P))&1=
|P|&1
|P|
*(Fq [t] (P)).
Now let us take the set X=S(N; a, b)/Fq [t], f =tN&deg a and
:P={
|P|&1
|P|
P |% a, deg P<N&deg a
1 otherwise.
Using Theorem 3.2 and the fact that *(S(N; a, b))=*(X(tN&deg a, N&
deg a&1)), we obtain
*(S(N; a, b))
qm0+1
L(K)
,
where
m0=sup[N&deg a&1, 2K&1],
L(K)=1+ :
1deg QK
Q # MS
`
P | Q
P # MI \
1&:P
:P + .
If we take K<N&deg a, then by the value of :P we have
L(K)=1+ :
(Q, a)=1
Q # MS, 1deg QK
`
P | Q
P # MI
1
|P|&1
= :
(Q, a)=1
Q # MS, deg QK
1
,(Q)
.
By Lemma 4.2, we deduce that
L(K)
,(a)
|a|
} (K+1), if K<N&deg a.
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Thus we get
*(S(N; a, b))
|a| } qm0+1
,(a)(K+1)
,
where m0=sup[N&deg a&1, 2K&1], K<N&deg a.
Let us take
N&deg a
2
&
1
2
K=_N&deg a2 &<
N&deg a
2
+
1
2
,
so that m0=N&deg a&1. We obtain
?(N; a, b)=*(S(N; a, b))
qN
,(a) \N&deg a+12 +
=2 }
qN
,(a)(N&deg a+1)
.
This completes the proof. K
Now let ! be any fixed non-zero element of Fq . For any positive integer
N, let ?!(N; a, b) denote the number of irreducibles P # Fq[t] such that
deg P=N, P#b (mod a) and the leading coefficient of P is equal to !.
Observing that ?! (N; a, b)=?(N; a, !&1 } b), we deduce the following
Corollary 4.4. Let a, b, N be as in Theorem 4.3 and ! # F_q . Then
?! (N; a, b)2 }
qN
,(a)(N&deg a+1)
.
Remark. In [7], using Weil’s Theorem (Generalized Riemann
Hypothesis for curves over finite fields), we obtain
?(N; a, b)=
qN
,(a) } N
+O(da } qN2),
where da denotes the degree of the discriminant of the function field exten-
sion Fq (t)(4a)Fq (t), and 4a is the a-division points of the Carlitz module
in the algebraic closure of Fq (t) (see [5]). Also the work of Hayes [5]
shows, the remainder term O(da } qN2) is larger than the main term
qN(,(a) } N) for N>deg a>N2. This implies that if N>deg a>N2, then
the BrunTitchmarsh theorem for ?(N; a, b) is better than the result
obtained by analytic methods.
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5. Application of Large Sieve Inequality to Twin-Irreducibles
It is well-known that for twin-prime pair ( p, p+2) (i.e., p and p+2 are
prime numbers):
:
twin-prime pair ( p, p+2) \
1
p
+
1
p+2+<.
In this section we shall prove an analogue of the above result for rational
function fields. First, fix two non-zero polynomials D, G # Fq [t], and
notations MS, MI as in Theorem 3.2. We define
P[D, G]=[(P1 , P2) | P1 , P2 # MI and P1&G } P2=D].
Lemma 5.1. Given positive integer N. For any P # MI with 1
deg PN, set
:P={
1&
1
qdeg P
=
1
2
if q=2 and deg P=1
1&
2
qdeg P
otherwise,
and L(N) is defined as in Theorem 3.2. Then we have
L(N)
N 2
5
.
Proof. From the definition of L(N), we have
L(N) =1+ :
1deg MN
M # MS
`
P | M
P # MI \
1&:P
:P +
=
1+ :
1deg MN
M # MS
`
P | M
P # MI \
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P + , if q{2
1+ :
1deg MN
M # MS
`
P | M, deg P{1
P # MI \
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P + , if q=2
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={
1+ :
1deg MN
M # MS
`
P | M
P # MI \
2
qdeg P
+
22
q2 deg P
+
23
q3 deg P
} } } + , if q{2
1+ :
1deg MN
M # MS
`
P | M, deg P{1
P # MI \
2
qdeg P
+
22
q2 deg P
+
23
q3 deg P
} } } + , if q=2
To compare the coefficients of each term 1(qdeg M), M # Fq [t],
deg MN in the above formula with formula
\ :
1deg MN2
M # Fq [t] is monic
1
qdeg M+
2
,
we obtain that
L(N)1+\ :
1deg MN2
M # Fq [t] is monic
1
qdeg M+
2
1+\N&12 +
2

N 2
5
. K
Lemma 5.2. Fix a non-zero polynomial W # Fq [t], N a positive integer.
For any P # MI with 1deg PN, set
:P={
1&
1
qdeg P
if P | W or q=2, deg P=1
1&
2
qdeg P
otherwise
Then
L(N)
CW
5
} N 2,
where
CW=
`
P | W
P # MI \1&:P:P <
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P + , if q{2
`
P | W, deg P{1
P # MI \1&:P:P <
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P + , if q=2.
Note that in any case 0<CW1.
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Proof. From the definition of L(N), we have
L(N)=1+ :
1deg MN
M # MS
`
P | M
P # MI \
1&:P
:P + .
If q{2, then
L(N)=1+ :
1deg MN
M # MS
`
P | M
P # MI \
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P +
_ `
P | M, P | W
P # MI \1&:P:P <
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P +
CW }{1+ :1deg MNM # MS `P | MP # MI \
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P +=
CW }
N 2
5
(by Lemma 5.1);
if q=2, then
L(N)=1+ :
1deg MN
M # MS
`
deg P{1
P # MI, P | M \
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P +
_ `
P | W, deg P{1
P # MI, P | M \1&:P:P <
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P +
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CW } {1+ :1deg MNM # MS `P | M, deg P{1P # MI \
2
qdeg P
1&
2
qdeg P +=
CW }
N 2
5
(by Lemma 5.1).
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. K
Proposition 5.3. We have
(a) Suppose that D, G are non-zero polynomials in Fq [t] with
(D, G){1. Then *(P[D, G])1.
(b) Suppose that D, G are non-zero polynomials in F2[t]. If
there exists a pair (P1 , P2) # P[D, G] such that deg P2max[deg D&
deg G+2, 2], then t(t+1) | D } G. Moreover, if t(t+1) |% D } G, then
*(P[D, G])<.
Proof. To prove (a), since (D, G){1, there exists at least an irreducible
monic polynomial P # Fq [t] such that P | (D, G). This implies P | P1 for
any (P1 , P2) # P[D, G] . Thus we have P=P1 , hence *(P[D, G])1.
To prove (b), since deg P2deg D&deg G+2 and P1=G } P2+D, we
have deg P12 and deg P22 (by assumption). This implies that
P1#P2#1 (mod t) and P1#P2#1 (mod t+1).
If t |% G, then G#1 (mod t); this implies
D#P1&G } P2#0 (mod t).
Also if t+1 |% G, then G#1 (mod t+1); this implies
D#P1&G } P2#0 (mod t+1).
Combine these, we obtain that t(t+1) | D } G.
If t(t+1) |% D } G and (P1 , P2) # P[D, G] , then we have deg P2<
max[deg D&deg G+2, 2]. Thus *(P[D, G])<. K
For x>0, we define the step function Z[D, G](x) by
Z[D, G](x)=*[(P1 , P2) # P[D, G] | |P1|  and |P2|x].
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The main theorem of this section is
Theorem 5.4. Given non-zero polynomials D, G # Fq[t]. Then we have
:
(P1 , P2) # P[D, G]
\ 1qdeg P1+
1
qdeg P2+<.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, we may assume that t(t+1) | G } D if
Fq [t]=F2 [t]. Now for positive integer n>deg D, we set
P[D, G](n)=[P2 | (P1 , P2) # P[D, G] and |P1| , |P2|qn].
Then
Z[D, G](q2n)=*(P[D, G](2n))
?(n)+*(P[D, G](2n))&*(P[D, G](n)), (6)
where ?(n) denotes the number of monic irreducibles P # Fq [t] such that
deg Pn. Let us set
X=P[D, G](2n)&P[D, G](n)/Fq [t],
:P={
1 if deg P>n
1&
2
qdeg P
if 1deg Pn, P |% G } D
1&
1
qdeg P
if 1deg Pn, P | G } D.
Suppose P is an irreducible monic polynomial in Fq [t] with 1deg Pn.
If P2 # X, then deg P2>n>deg D and deg P1>n; this implies that P1 and
P2 are not congruent to 0 (mod P). Moreover, if P |% G } D, then by
P1=G } P2+D, we have P2 is not congruent to &G&1 } D (mod P).
Combine these, we have
*(XP):P } qdeg P=:P } *(Fq [t](P)).
Using Theorem 3.2 with N=2n, K=n, and f =0, we obtain
*(P[D, G](2n))&*(P[D, G](n))
=*(X(0, 2n))
q2nL(n)
by Lemma 5.2 with W=G } D
Rq2nn2.
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Note that by Lemma 5.2, the constant of R in the above formula depends
on W and can be computed. Combine this formula with (6), we obtain
Z[D, G](q2n)R?(n)+q2nn2.
By the Prime Number Theorem for the polynomial ring Fq [t], we obtain
Z[D, G](q2n)Rqnn+q2nn2
Rq2n(log q2n)2.
Note that the constant of R in the above formula depends on W and the
constant of the Prime Number Theorem for the polynomial ring Fq [t] and
this constant can be computed.
Since Z[D, G](}) is a step function, we get
Z[D, G](x)Rx(log x)2.
Now set a=qdeg D. Then
:
deg P1 , deg P2>deg D
(P1 , P2) # P[D, G]
\ 1qdeg P1+
1
qdeg P2+2 |

a
Z[D, G](x)
x2
dx
R|

a
1
x(log x)2
dx
=|

log a
1
t2
dt<, (t=log x).
This completes the proof. K
For a fixed non-zero polynomial D # Fq [t], the D-prime pair set PD is
consisted of all pair (P1 , P2) such that P1 , P2 are monic irreducibles in
Fq [t] and P1&P2=D. Then we have
Theorem 5.5.
:
(P1 , P2) # PD
\ 1qdeg P1+
1
qdeg P2+<.
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 5.4 by taking G=1 # Fq [t]. K
Example 5.6. If we take D=1 # F2[t], then it is easy to check that
P1=[(t+1, t)]. We don’t know whether *(PD) is infinite if t(1+t) | D.
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Example 5.7. A short table for (t+t2)-prime pairs in F2[t], complete
up to degree 8.
P1 P2
t3+t+1 1+t2+t3
t4+t3+1 1+t+t2+t3+t4
t5+t3+1 1+t+t2+t3+t5
t5+t4+t3+t+1 1+t2+t3+t4+t5
t6+t5+t4+t+1 1+t2+t4+t5+t6
t7+t3+1 1+t+t2+t3+t7
t7+t5+t4+t3+1 1+t+t2+t3+t4+t5+t7
t7+t6+t4+t+1 1+t2+t4+t6+t7
t7+t6+t5+t4+1 1+t+t2+t4+t5+t6+t7
t8+t4+t3+t+1 1+t2+t3+t4+t8
t8+t5+t3+t+1 1+t2+t3+t5+t8
t8+t5+t4+t3+1 1+t+t2+t3+t4+t5+t8
t8+t6+t5+t+1 1+t2+t5+t6+t8
t8+t6+t5+t4+1 1+t+t2+t4+t5+t6+t8
t8+t7+t3+1 1+t+t2+t3+t7+t8
t8+t7+t6+t5+t4+t+1 1+t2+t4+t5+t6+t7+t8
t9+t4+1 1+t+t2+t4+t9
b b
t10+t3+1 1+t+t2+t3+t10
b b
t11+t5+t3+t+1 1+t2+t3+t5+t11
b b
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